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Chapter 16- Armatures

Using Armatures to Deform Meshes

Blender’s animation capabilities are great for most object animation except when you want

to animate something bending like a person in motion or a tree bending in the breeze. This

calls for a mesh to deform which can’t be done with traditional modifiers. We can deform a

mesh in 2 ways in Blender. One way is to create a skeleton and have it deform a mesh

(armatures) and the other method is to move the mesh verticies in edit mode and create

sliders that deform the mesh (relative vertex keys). This chapter deals with creating

armatures. The armature feature in Blender is constantly under development. For this

discussion, I will stick with the fundamentals. More information can be found at www.blender.org

or at www.blenderartists.com.

The first thing you need to do is create a mesh that has a few groups of

verticies where you would like the object to bend. Any mesh will work and

to get additional verticies you can either extrude or subdivide. Be careful

not to create too many verticies. It may slow your model down considerable.

Let’s use a cylinder to create an arm. I will use a cylinder set at the default

divisions of 32. Next, I will change to a front view and box select the top set

of verticies and Extrude them up. I prefer to use extrude rather than

subdivide to keep the vertex count down as low as possible. As I extrude

the verticies, I am also using Scale to shape them.

Next, place the 3D cursor directly at the bottom of the

shape you just made. Hit the Space Bar, then Add
followed by Armature. You will immediately see a

bone begin to form at the cursor location. Type “G” to grab the top of the

bone and lengthen it to a desired size. Move your cursor up to lengthen

the bone and click where you would like the joint to be.To create another

bone at the top of the first one, press “E” to extrude another bone from

the first one.  If you run out of room to drag the mouse up, just click

wherever and hit “Esc” to stop making bones. As like all other objects

you create, you are in edit mode. To adjust the top bone to get it in the

correct position, RMB click on the top of the bone. The small circle

highlights. Press “G” for grab to move it. When finished, press “Tab” to

exit edit mode. Double check the armature to make sure that the ends

and joint are well aligned. To add more bones, hit Tab to enter edit mode

again and Add Bones with the Space Bar.

Your next step is to create a child-parent relationship between the mesh

and the armature with the mesh being the child and the armature being

the parent. Hold down the “shift” key and select the mesh first, then the

armature. Press “Ctrl-P” to make parent. Select the option to “Parent to

Armature” since the armature is both of the bones together. You will then

get some options as to how to create the vertex groups that will move with

each bone. For now, use the “Name Groups” so the computer will figure it
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To create entire skeletons or other complex armature structures, you can do the fol-

lowing:

Join meshes together to form one mesh for an entire body. This can be done using

the boolean “W” key or by just selecting them all and pressing “J” to join. Make sure

they are all set up with materials and textures before you do this and some of the

textures may need readjusting. This must also be done before you child-parent
any of the meshes to an armature.

Create all of your individual armature sets and join them together as you do meshes

or work with child-parent relationship with the bones.

To animate you armature:

It’s time to animate our “arm” model. To

do this we must get into “Pose Mode”.

Change the Mode option from Object
Mode to Pose Mode. This can also be

done by pressing “Ctrl” and “Tab”

together. Select a bone to work with by

RMB clicking on it. Type “R” to rotate it. If

everything went well, the mesh should

move with the bone. Place animation keys in the various frames as

before to create an animation.

Automatic Keyframing with Armatures:

Placing animation keys on a complex armature system can be time consuming and very easy

to miss a bone in a frame when you need to place a rotation key on 20 bones. That’s why

there’s an automatic keyframe option in the top User Preferences window. Pull down the top

menubar to expose the setting.  Select “Edit Methods” and turn on the Auto Keyframing
button, “Action and Object”.  This will automatically place keys on every bone that has been

moved in a particular frame. Remember to turn it off when finished or it can cause some

major problems. If this is still inoperable, refer to page 71 on Auto Keyframing.

out and give vertex group names. Sometimes this will not work if verticies

are close together (like several fingers on a hand). Verticies from one finger

may get grouped with bones from the finger beside it- not a good effect!

We will discuss changing your vertex groups later. That’s it! Time to test

your model!
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RoboDude Says: Even if a bone isn’t moving on a particular frame,

move it slightly so the automatic keyframing places a key on it. Other-

wise, it may move when you don’t expect it to because it was missing

a key. Experiment with the features to become familiar with them.

Creating Vertex Groups:

As mentioned before, sometimes when verticies are close together, Blender may have a

dificult time creating clean vertex groups automatically. You will need to define the vertex

groups manually. First, create your mesh and armature, then child-parent them to “Use

Armature” as before, and again, select “Name Groups”.  The computer will name the groups

for you and also try to assign verticies to bones. For now, we will discuss naming and making

your own groups.

For this example, I’ve created a mesh we’ll call Finger. I then created an armature and duplicated

both to create 2 fingers. The next step is to Join  (“Ctrl” and “J”) the 2 armatures together, then

do the same for both meshes. Child-parent the mesh to the armature,

select the “Name Groups” option.

Now we need to see the names of each bone in the

armature so we can assign verticies to them. Select

the armature, then go to the edit

buttons and find the “Names”

button. Pressing it will cause the

names of each bone to be

displayed on the screen. The will

most likely show up as Bone,

Bone.001, Bone.002, and so on.

You will need to place these names exactly as shown.

Now select the mesh and go into Edit Mode (tab key). In the

edit buttons, you will notice a group of buttons for creating/

assigning Vertex Groups (this block of buttons will only be displayed if you’re in edit mode).

Select the group name for the bone you are working with. If you ever need to create a new

group, press “New”.   Remember that each bone will need a group and the group name must
match the bone (i.e.Bone.001, Bone.002).

Our next step is to select the verticies that need to be

assigned to that bone. If a group of verticies is right at

the joint, they need to be selected for both bones. After

selecting all the verticies that belong to that bone, press

the “Assign” button. You’ve now made a vertex group
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for that bone. Do this for all bones. When finished, exit edit

mode and select the armature. Press “Crtl”-”Tab” to enter

Pose Mode and test out the armature. If you need to modify

any groups, you can go back into edit mode on the mesh to

make corrections.

Remember we discussed the benefit of selecting the “Name

Groups” option when parenting the mesh to the armature?

It will save us a step in naming all of the vertex groups.

Using Inverse Kinomatics (IK)

Inverse Kinomatics is used when you wish to manipulate a skeleton by

simply grabbing (G key) the end bone of a chain and moving it with all of

the connected bones following along. Inverse Kinomatics is constantly

under development and has a lot of options available depending on what

you want them to do. Visit www.blender.org for more details.

For our example, make a Cylinder in the top

view, switch to the front view and Extrude and
Scale the object several times to look like the

example.

Next, move the cursor to the bottom of the mesh and Add an

Armature. Use “G” to grab the top of the bone and move it to the

first joint. Press “E” to extrude another bone to the second joint.

Repeat two more times to create a 4 bone armature.

Child-Parent the mesh to the armature with “Crtl-

P” and select the “Name Groups” vertex group

option.

Go into Pose Mode and rotate the bones to

check the vertex groups to make sure they

were assigned properly.
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If everything checks out with pose mode, keep the last bone selected and go to

the Object buttons. Find the Constraint panel. Under “Add Constraint” you will

see a variety of options that apply to armatures. You can limit bone rotation/loca-

tion and scale, track it, stretch it, etc. For this ex-

ample, select the “IK Solver” constraint. Try mov-

ing the end bone. You should see it deform all the

bones in the chain. You can also lock the bone to

an object that will deform the entire chain.

Additional Armature Settings:

Here are a few more options that have been added to make armatures a little easier to work

with:

Different ways to display

the armatures

X-Ray- to see the armature when the

meshes are being displayed in Solid

Display the names of bones

Basic Auto- Inverse Kinomatics

Option
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Creating a Skeleton Practice Exercise

** Call the instructor when finished**

Create a new Blender file and name it Hand. Create a

UV Sphere for the hand and a cylinder for the finger. Use

Extrude to lengthen the finger and provide verticies at

the joint (one joint only). Duplicate the finger to make a

total of 3. Shape the sphere with Proportional Vertex

Editing (“O” key). Join all meshes together. Create a 2-

bone armature for each finger and Join them together.

Child-parent the mesh to the armature set and create vertex groups (you may or may not

be able to use the automatic setting). Place a material

on the mesh. Add lighting and create a 100 frame

animation of your scene.

Challenge exercise:
Try to use armatures to animate some other object.

Try a simple body that walks.


